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Abstract— We advocate that successful software comprehension methods (and tools) need the synergy of low-level
code analyses known from the field of compiler construction, high-level analyses from the field of re-engineering and
software visualization techniques. We argue that each individual technique would be either not goal directed or too
shallow (or both). After a thorough state-of-the-art analysis and a problem discussion, we propose an approach to
integration.

A. Taxonomy
The major task in software architecture comprehension
is the identification of components and the essential communications between them. Given the source of a legacy
system, program analyses ought to be able to identify components and communications. However, the achievement
of this goal is a non-trivial task involving various analyses
techniques and representations as shown in Figure 1.

I. Introduction
Understanding the architecture of a legacy system is essential for the further development, the maintenance and
the re-engineering of the system. Unfortunately, architecture is hardly documented in such systems. The only
trustworthy source of information is the system implementation. Hence, the architecture has to be retrieved from
this source. As real world legacy systems tend to be large,
the source code cannot be read directly. Instead, one uses
(semi-)automatic program analyses to extract the information.
As these analyses are not unique by nature, system engineers have to be involved to accept or reject certain results
proposed by the automatic analyses. Hence, the result of
such analyses ought to be presented in a form that is intuitive to the system engineer. Therefore, the program
analysis must go hand in hand with interactive software
visualizations.
The combination of program analyses and software visualization techniques is crucial to succeed in comprehending
legacy systems’ architectures: plain program analysis results are hard to capture by the software engineers. Moreover, the analyses have to be controlled by the software
engineers interactively, making it necessary to assess intermediate results. Such an assessment is preferably based
on software visualizations. However, plain visualization of
the system’s structure (e.g. the abstract syntax tree) or
behavior (e.g. program traces) cannot provide the right
information to gain a system’s architecture. Software engineers would drown in the flood of information. In order to
achieve an architectural understanding we must therefore
reduce the complexity of the original system by program
analysis. Implicitly this means that we reduce the amount
of information in order to achieve comprehension at the
cost of accuracy.
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Fig. 1
Taxonomy of analyses techniques and representations.

We denote analyses techniques as high-level analysis if
designed to retrieve a view on the systems that is more abstract than the source code. Examples of such techniques
are dominance, coherence, concept, and metric analysis,
as well as pattern recognition. Each one of these techniques provides a high level representation of the system at
hand (e.g. call graphs, control flow graphs, class interaction
graphs, lists of possible component or pattern candidates,
and architectural description languages – ADLs). The visualization on that level include dominance tree drawings,
dendograms, UML diagrams, graph browsers with “collapsing” capabilities, and component/connector graph drawings.
High level analysis is usually not applied directly on
source level representations like for example Java, Java
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byte. Most papers dealing with high level analysis assume
that some low level analysis, like lexical and syntactical
analyses as well as typing and data-flow analyses, already
have been applied, and that the system is given in some
kind of low level representation. Examples of low level representations are abstract syntax trees (AST), basic block
graphs, and single static assignment (SSA) representations.
The most significant difference between low and high level
representations is that low level representations usually
contain the same amount of information as the source representation, and that the low level analysis therefore often
is reversible. However, the low level representation is still
much to complex to provide any architectural insight for
any non-trivial program. Low level visualization tools like
AST explorers or graph browsers are therefore most useful
for people that develop high level analysis techniques.
A somewhat separate technique to achieve program comprehension is based on execution of the actual system at
hand. We refer to this approach as run-time analysis. Examples of run-time analysis are profile or event traces from
an program execution visualized, e.g. in debugging or profiling tools, or call graph drawings based on a single program execution.
Furthermore, we distinguish between structural, behavioral, and run-time information. With structural information we mean the basic static information that can be
retrieved by compiler front ends. That is, syntactic and
rough type information. Behavioral information is the result of data flow analysis that allows us to derive more
accurate approximations of the actual types, call graphs
(with resolved polymorphic calls), and control flow graphs
associated with the system. Finally, we have run-time information that we gather during single, or multiple, executions of the program at hand. The run-time information
can be considered as exact although not complete behavioral information.
Finally, legacy systems are not always completely available in source code but partially only in binary, e.g. libraries, run-time systems, foreign components of the shelf.
This requires binary analyses of those parts before structural or behavioral information can be retrieved.

ware architecture – the goal of software comprehension –
in Section II, the following sections (III to VI) give a thorough state-of-the-art analysis of various approaches to binary code, low level and high level analysis, as well as software visualization. Section VII points out various problems
within each of these areas and in Section VIII we discuss
how the program comprehension process can benefit from
an integration of different levels of analysis.
II. Software Architecture Recovery
The goal of program comprehension is to recover the abstract architectural representation of a given system. A
system’s architecture is defined by its components, communications among them and the containment relation of
components in larger components 1 [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6].
We define components to be software artifacts with typed
input and output ports. This definition focuses on computational components, but is sufficiently general to cover all
other variants. Components are identified as larger units
of “coherent” modules or classes. The notion of coherency
usually mixes static and dynamic system properties: it includes structural connection among the modules or classes
in the call or inheritance graphs (static information). Additionally, it requires strong interactions between the modules or classes by actual calls (behavioral information).
In a software architecture, the essential communication
among components is given in terms of ports and connectors. A port defines points in a component that provide
data to its environment and require data from its environment, respectively. A connector defines out- and in-ports to
be connected and specifies whether data is transported synchronously or asynchronously [7]. Some connectors may be
as complex as most components, and thus require the same
amount of consideration in design, but they are all based
on simple point-to-point data paths. Figure 2 sketches this
basic component model.
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B. Article Focus and Overview
The focus of this paper is the necessary synergy of different levels of analysis. We argue that the final result of
any effort within program comprehension not only depends
on the high level analyses and their visualizations, but also
on the accuracy and the performance of the underlying low
level analyses and their representations. Furthermore, the
performance (memory usage and speed) of the underlying
low level analyses are in many cases the limiting factor for
what can, and cannot, be done in practice.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. Section II gives a review of certain software architecture topics relevant for program comprehension. We also point out
that both structural and behavioral information is needed
in order to recover the architectural structure of a software system. After an introduction to the notion of soft-

Fig. 2
Basic Component Model.

In practice, ports and connectors are implemented by
patterns using basic communication constructs like calls,
RPCs, RMIs, input/output routines etc. provided by the
implementation language or the component system. The
Observer Pattern, e.g., is such a port and connector implementation as it connects an event generator with some
listener objects. Hence, we must be able to identify these
communication patterns in order to recover the architectural view of a system’s inter-component communication
(i.e. the connectors). Again, static structure analysis alone
1 The

notion of components is recursive.
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is insufficient. It often comes up with misleading results
regarding source and target of the communication: Assume, e. g., communication is implemented by an eventlistener pattern. The source of the communication provides
a method called by the target to add itself as an event listener. Moreover, the event source captures the listeners in
a container of abstract listener objects. There is usually no
static type information pointing back to the communication target. This connection is only visible via the object
identifiers captured in the communication source – such
information is behavioral information.
Let us summarize our conclusions. Software comprehension means in practice to identify individual components
and communication patterns. As sketched above, both
components and essential communication among them, are
defined in terms of (static) structure and (dynamic) behavior. Hence, software comprehension require both static and
behavioral information in order to be successful.
III. Binary Code Analyses
The goal of the binary analyses described here is to recreate as much of the information contained in the original
program as possible. The process to recreate this information is very much like the compilation process. This means
that the first analysis is a syntax analysis that identifies
the machine dependent opcodes and parameters that are
stored in the binary object. Once this is done the result
is subject to a semantical analysis. The role of the this
semantical analysis is among other things to identify basic type information and figure out what instructions or
groups of such actually do.
While the syntactical and semantical analyses may be
complicated, this is an area that is well researched since every tool that operates on binaries, for instance re-compilers,
needs to do these analyses. [8] gives a good introduction
and overview of the area and what has been done. Since
these analyses are always needed, some work has been done
to automate, or at least simplify them, for instance SLED,
Specification Language for Encoding and Decoding, [9],
and SSL, Semantic Specification Language [10]. Some work
has also been done to simplify the processing of different
binary object file formats, for instance BFD, Binary File
Descriptor, and BFF, Binary File Format [11].
IV. Low Level Analyses
We denote the classic analysis techniques known from
the field of compiler construction as low level. Their origin
is the translation and optimization of programs. However,
they can support the understanding of systems on higher
levels of abstraction than the source code. We distinguish
analyses for checking the well-definedness of programs from
behavioral analyses of program runs. The former is done
by compile front-ends the latter by data flow analyses.
A. Syntax and Static Semantic Analyses
Classic compilers do name and type analyses and operator identification in order to check the well-definedness of

the programs, to bind operations or names to their definitions and, if applicable, to insert type adaptations [12].
In meta-programming systems, e.g. Together [13], Compost [14], Recoder [15], this information is accessible by
an API. The above analyses are usually done on Abstract
Syntax Tree (AST) representation of the program.
B. Data Flow Analyses
Classic approaches of static program analysis rely on the
theory of monotonous data flow frameworks [16]. In each
node of the basic block graph, they compute a analysis
value of a lattice L = (M, sup) of possible values. Therefore, they assign each node i a monotonous transfer function fi : L → L representing a abstraction of the code in
that basic block wrt. to an analysis problem. Initially, one
assigns an appropriate value from L for the start node and
⊥ to the other nodes. The analysis is then performed iteratively by actualizing the values vi ∈ L of nodes i where
vi = fi (supj∈pred(i) vj ), with pred(i) as the set of predecessor nodes of i in the graph. Provided the transfer functions
are monotonous, this approach is guaranteed to terminate
with a meaningful fix point. Depending on the definition
of > and ⊥ in L and on the definition of sup, we can distinguish optimistic and pessimistic analyses (”may” and
”must” analysis). Depending on the orientation of edges
in the basic block graph, we can distinguish forward and
backward problems.
Anyway, to improve convergence, the updates of values
should be computed along the dependencies induced by
basic block edges. As the graph is cyclic in general, interval
analyses [17] or the computation of connected components
[18] precede the data flow analyses in order to determine
an appropriate update order.
A general approach to determine and to prove correct
transfer functions is called abstract interpretation, [19].
Therefore, the abstraction α represented by the transfer
function is formalized and a concretization γ is defined .
Both must build a Galois Connection. Together with the
program semantics [·]i of node i, the transfer function is:
vi = α[γ(supj∈pred(i) vj )]i .
Although the classic basic block graph is defined procedure by procedure, data flow analyses can also be performed in an inter-procedural way. Therefore, the basic
block graph is extended to an inter-procedural control flow
graph containing additional edges between call node and
callee basic block graph and back. A problem with this
extension is that some paths are never executed at runtime
(e.g. paths from a call x to the callee and back to another
caller y) but they contribute to the results of the analysis.
Context sensitive analyses [20] avoid the negative influences of non-executable paths on the analysis results.
Therefore, one distinguishes analysis results reaching a
node via different paths, approximated by the path’ last
k nodes. Contexts may be derived from previous analysis
information: [21] and [22], e.g., define an analysis context
as the result of a context insensitive analysis.
PAG — Program Analysis Generator [23], [24] and Optimix [25] are two frameworks for generating data flow anal-
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yses. While PAG works on the basic block graph and actually implements monotonous data flow frameworks, Optimix works with arbitrary graphs and actually implements
a general class of graph transformations. Many analyses
may be formalized by graph transformations that add edges
to the basic structure (so called edge addition transformations). This is still a subclass of the Optimix transformations.
Control flow analyses are specific data flow analyses.
They try to determine the target of jumps and calls. In
object oriented languages, it is necessary to determine the
dynamic type of callees, i.e. the type of the qualifying expression of a call. In the best case, the static type of these
expression is a sufficient approximation. In general, however, these static types are polymorphic. To reduce the set
of dynamic types of objects bound to the qualifying expressions, we have to prove that some objects are never bound
to these expression at runtime, cf. [26], [27].
Inter-procedural constant analysis [28], [29] attempts to
determine the value of the type-tag of objects. In the presence of dynamic object generation and object references,
this approach early reaches its limits. [30] abstract objects
by types of the source program. Using context sensitive
and inter-procedural analyses (that distinguish all possible
types of actual call parameters with a separate context),
the set of dynamic types of a callee is restricted as far as
possible. The high level of this abstraction prevents more
exact heap object analyses. However, it allows to analyze
programs with approx. 30.000 lines of code.
[22] distinguishes between different contexts if and only if
it produces different analysis results avoiding unnecessary
redundancies. Still the memory consumption is high for the
distinguished contexts; the approach breaks for programs
with more then 1.500 lines of code.
[31] define type analyses for functional languages using
constraints. Their flow-sensitive analyses do not generalize for imperative languages. However, the most appealing
idea in this approach is that they start with fairly abstract
analyses. After the fix point is reached, the level of abstraction is lowered for the hot spots and fix point iteration
starts again. Programs with approximately 2.000 lines of
code are admissible for this approach.
Pointer analyses (actually Points-To analyses), cf. [32],
[33] strive to analyze the value of pointer expression. Heap
analyses are restricted to analyze the pointer to heap objects. [34] analyses context-insensitive but in linear time.
Programs with more then 75.000 lines of source code are
controllable. However, the analyses distinguish not more
objects than the static object generation statements in
the program. The current record for context- and flowinsensitive points-to analyses is held by [35] with approximately 1.000.000 lines of C-code per second.
The analysis of [20] is context-sensitive. It distinguishes
call path (contexts) with fixed size k; for k = 2, however,
programs with approx. 8.000 lines, for k = 3 maximum
4.000 line are admissible. As discussed already, systems
with fine grained components contain rather lengthy indirections and call path. Therefore, k = 3 hardly contributes

to an improvement in the analysis results.
[36] analyze the structure of the heap. They pay attention on the efficient storage of the analysis information:
the heap shape is stored by deltas at program points where
it actually changes. [37] extends this approach to a context sensitive analysis. Their implementation, however,
couldn’t go beyond 500 lines of code.
[38] propose a name schema denoting anonymous objects
by a set of local variables uniquely pointing to them. It
is restricted to procedures. The practical use is limited as
programs with more than 100 lines have not been controlled
yet.
The current state of the art in points-to analyses is also
discussed by [39]; this work also identifies scalability, precision of the analyses and their applicability in open systems
as open problems.
Data flow analyses could also be done on the Abstract
Syntax Tree (AST). For effective and efficient dataflow
analyses, it is necessary to understand the essential data
dependencies and distinguish them from those induced by
program construction. Modern intermediate representations in Static Single Assignment (SSA) [40] form compute
essential data dependencies once and store them as edges
in the a code graph. Its extension Memory-SSA [41] allows
to represent and analyze also object oriented programs.
V. High level Analyses
The low level analysis described above usually results
in some kind of a basic block graph where the individual blocks are interconnected with different dependencies.
These block graphs can be more or less precise depending
on the accuracy of the low level analyses. However, for any
non-trivial real-world program this structure is still much
to complex to provide the developer with any architectural
insight. In order to achieve an architectural understanding
we must therefore reduce the complexity of the low level
representation by means of high level analysis.
We denote analyses techniques as high-level if designed
to retrieve a view on the systems that is more abstract than
the source code. Implicitly this means that we reduce the
amount of information in order to achieve comprehension
at the cost of accuracy. The problem of high level analysis
is therefore to determine what information that is actually
needed in order to gain system understanding, and how to
extract it.
The high level analysis can roughly be divided into two
steps: The first step uses the result of the low level analysis to derive abstractions involving classes (or objects)
interconnected by various dependencies (e.g. inheritance,
method calls, and aggregation). We refer to this abstraction level simply as the class level since it usually involves
classes interacting with each other.2 On this level, classes
are sometimes cloned to distinguish different subsets of in2 We could have referred to this abstraction level as the UML level
since UML diagrams are a well-known method to visualize such relations. However, we think it is important to separate the representation (e.g. interacting classes) from methods of visualization, (e.g.
UML class diagrams). Hence, we stick with the term class level.
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stances (objects) of classes and their interaction. The latter
type of class level representation is today rarely used since
it requires extensive (and very memory consuming) data
flow analysis in order to derive a low level representation
that can separate different instances of a class. Exceptions
are the object graph presented in [42] and the object model
presented in [43].
The second step of high level analysis pushes the level
of abstraction even further. It usually starts at the class
level and uses different techniques to identify individual
components, connectors, or well-known design patterns or at least possible candidates. Established techniques to
identify component candidates are different clustering techniques based on metrics, dominance analysis or concept
analysis, as well as pattern detection used to identify wellknown, and often used, communication patterns:
Pattern Detection In forward engineering, design patterns [44] are used as good standard solutions for the implementation connectors with certain properties. Inversely,
one can try to detect the patterns in the code in order to
understand the intended high level connector. This is the
approach most relevant for program comprehension. The
same technique is used to find design flaws. Here one looks
for so called anti-patterns [45].
[46] employs code instrumentation to extract dynamic information to analyze and transform architectures. The
presented approach only identifies communication primitives, but no complex protocols. The Goose system [47]
is a re-engineering tool that gives a graphic visualization
of C++ program structures using a similar approach for
their detection. It uses aggregations for its static visualizations to compress the displayed information. Additionally,
it detects patterns indicating design problems. [48] present
structured analyses to discover design patterns (Template
Method, Factory Method and Bridge) from C++ systems.
They identify the necessity for human insight into the problem domain of the software at hand, at least for detecting
the Bridge pattern due to the large number of false positives. The Pat system [49] detects structural design patterns by extracting design information from C++ header
files and storing them as Prolog facts. Patterns are expressed as rules and searching is done by executing Prolog
queries. In [50] we detect Observer and other connector
patterns in legacy code. The static analysis computes a
set of connector candidates while the dynamic information
is used to support or reject the static decision. This analysis is implemented as an extension of our VizzAnalyzer
framework [51]3 .
Metrics The basic strategy to identify components here is
to look for sets of classes with high internal cohesion and
low external coupling. The used set of metrics to measure
coupling and cohesion, as well as the algorithm to find candidate component sets will effect the result. A common
approach is to identify a “central class” recognized by high
internal complexity and strong external coupling and to it3 As the VizzAnalyzer is actually a software visualization framework, it is described in Section VI.

eratively merge it with its neighbors if they together form
a group with lesser external coupling.
This approach is for example taken in [52]. A good
overview of metric based methods is given in [53] and [54].
[55] defines an architecture to combine software metrics and
visualizations. [52] uses object oriented metrics to reduce
the complexity of UML diagrams. In the research project
presented in [56], reverse engineered Java systems are represented as graphs using the Chidamber-Kemerer suite of
metrics [54].
Dominance Analysis is a graph theoretic method that often have been applied to call graphs in imperative languages to identify so called dominant nodes (i.e. nodes
that are the only entry point to a subsection of the graph).
The dominant node and the subsection they dominate are
then suitable module candidates since they represents a set
of procedures with a low external coupling. This idea can
easily be transferred to an object oriented setting by applying it to a graph of classes interacting with methods. In
that case should the presence of a dominating node indicate
a component interface candidate.
[57] perform dominance analysis on the call graph of C programs to organize systems as a hierarchy of modules, where
modules are architectural component candidates. The proposed algorithm is based on static information only. Hence,
they have problems especially with the function pointers.
[58] extends the work presented in [57] by further heuristics.
Concept Analysis This general technique is often applied
to software re-engineering. The concept lattice is computed
on a relation of (abstract) objects and attributes. In the
context of software understanding, this could be algorithm
classes and data structure classes resp., in the feature analysis, e.g., these are use cases and classes, respectively. The
analysis computes maximum sets of objects using the same
set of attributes. There is an order relation defined on the
maximum sets forming the concept lattice.
[59], e.g., combines static and dynamic feature analysis to
aid program understanding. The basic technique is concept analysis to derive correspondences between features
and components (sets of subprograms). First dynamic
analysis, performed by a profiling tool, identifies subprograms dealing with a feature. Concept analysis then yields
relationships between features and executed subprograms.
These subprograms serve as starting point for a more detailed static analysis along the static dependency graph
(transitive closure on the call graph, detection of strongly
connected components and dominance analysis) to narrow
the set of executed subprograms to those that form selfcontained and understandable feature-specific components.
The basic approach to use the above techniques are similar
in spite of their separate appearances. It is a bottom-up approach starting from some class level representation (usually a graph) and then, using the above mentioned techniques to identify components (or patterns), “collapses”
those entities into a single node, and continues the search.
It is important to realize that the final result of the high
level analysis very much depend on the accuracy of the un-
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derlying low level analysis. For example, pattern detection
often requires the capability to identify individual objects
(i.e. behavioral information). Pattern detection based on
structural information usually end up with a rather large
set of possible candidates and then uses manual inspection, or dynamic information based on executions, to examine each one of the candidates. This shows that some
high level analysis requires behavioral information in order
to be automated. There are other areas where behavioral
information probably would increases the accuracy of the
outcome. For example, dominance analysis ought to give
a better result if the low level analysis could resolve polymorphic method calls.
VI. Software Visualization
The discipline in computer science dealing with the construction of static and dynamic views on software systems
is called software visualization. The visualization of static
pictures or dynamic movies in general is vital for the process of understanding compressed information. This observation continues to hold in computer science, where graphical metaphors are used in the design and documentation
of software systems. Graph drawing is therefore a major
part in software visualization.
A. Graph Drawing
A graph drawing algorithm takes as input a graph and
computes a layout, i.e. a drawing assigning coordinates
to the vertices and mapping each edge to a simple curve.
The layouts should be “aesthetically nice” and “easy-tounderstand”. Some important criteria for readable diagrams are a small number of edge crossings and bends
in edges, uniformly distributed vertices and edges, short
edges, a small layout area or volume, symmetry, and a
good angular resolution. These aesthetics are such that
optimality of one may prevent optimality in others. Additionally, graph layout algorithms in general can be viewed
as optimization problems and are typically NP-complete or
NP-hard [60]. These two observations suggest a heuristic
approach to general graph drawing for many applications.
There is a wide variety of graph drawing methods that
take different aesthetic criteria into account. Drawing
methods can be classified according to the kind of drawings
they produce (e.g., hierarchical drawings, orthogonal drawings, straight-line drawings, circular drawings), the model
they use (e.g., force-directed, planarization), and the class
of graphs they can be applied to (e.g., planar graphs, directed acyclic graphs, trees).
Dynamic graph drawing addresses some interesting problems in information visualization: navigation in large
graphs, display of dynamic data represented by graphs, and
interactive graph editing. Current graph drawing systems
usually employ static (batch) layout algorithms, although
stable dynamic layout seems to be essential in the context
of software comprehension.
Directed graphs are usually drawn with Sugiyama’s algorithm [61] or one of its numerous variations or improvements. Given the wide application of graphs structures

in display, there are relatively few algorithms for drawing general undirected graphs [62]. This, in part, is due
to the inability to specify the aesthetic criteria individuals
use in understanding graphs [63]. Nonetheless, for certain
restricted classes of graphs in which graph-theoretic expressions of aesthetic criteria can be specified, satisfactory
algorithms have been developed [64], [65], [66]. Comprehensive reviews can be found in [60] and [62].
Quite a few academic products implement these drawing algorithms. E.g. cvg and vcg with a simple textual
interface to describe the graphs producing static drawings
or, more advanced, Graphlet and AGD, a library of Algorithms for Graph Drawing, (based on the LEDA C++
library and Tcl/Tk) with a programmable interface that
can also create dynamic drawings.
B. Software Visualization
An overview on software visualization in general is given
in [67]. The present paper, however, focus on those approaches important for the field of software comprehension.
In the previous sections we discusses analyses of structural and behavioral aspects of a software system. We argued that it could be crucial for the understanding of a
system to have both kind of views. Hence, software visualization techniques should be able to display both structural
and behavioral information.
For understanding large software systems, we have to reduce the amount of information displayed. Filters as well
as aggregations perform such a reduction. Filtering disregards parts of the software system and reduces the computed information and, hence, the run-time of analyses.
Aggregation on the other hand combines some analyzed
information, so that it is not necessary to display all in
detail.
On source code level, current program editors, aspect
editors and source browsers provide a views that are able
to aggregate and filter information. These tools are often integrated with online debuggers and profilers provide
behavioral information. Visual debuggers support the understanding of program behavior by providing additional
graphical structures.
On class level, many approaches and tools support the
visualization of software structures. These approaches fail
to merge in behavioral information. We discuss some exceptions below.
GraphTrace [68] computes static and dynamic views on
an object-oriented LISP derivative. However, the static
information is obtained by reflection. Hence, the tool visualizes only those program parts that are actually executed.
Further static information relies on user annotations. Their
architecture requires interpreted languages.
[69] uses dynamic information, analyzing the flow of messages. His approach is restricted to detecting design patterns in Smalltalk, since he only regards flows in VisualWorks for Smalltalk.
The VizzAnalyzer [51], our own tool, combines structural and behavioral information of Java software system
on source and class level. It uses a compiler front-end for
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the static analyses, accesses the Java debugger interface for
dynamic analyses and visualize the combined information
with various graphical views. Also, it allows for information filtering and aggregation.
The approach of [70] also graphically visualizes dynamic
information. They use an object-to-class aggregation. The
same authors developed JInsight [71]. In contrast to the
VizzAnalyzer, JInsight instruments a Java VM to access
dynamic information about the programs.
For the design and documentation of new large systems,
software visualization has been established as the tool of
choice to control their complexity. A typical means to illustrate programs are UML diagrams combining graphical
views of static and dynamic aspects of software. Of particular interest are UML class diagrams whose purpose is
to display class hierarchies (generalizations), associations,
aggregations, and compositions in one picture. The combination of hierarchical and non-hierarchical relations poses a
special challenge to a graph layout tool. Commercial software typically uses Sugiyama-style, e.g. Rational Rose [72].
Together [13] additionally supports round-trip engineering
for Java and C++. Both development suite perform lowlevel analyses of the source code to visualizes the structural
information as UML diagrams. Unfortunately, these methods that cannot automatically distinguish between hierarchical and non-hierarchical relations.
Besides static class diagrams there are a couple of different other diagram types, such as the dynamic sequence
and activity diagrams which developers have found useful
for communication. Scene [73] computes UML scenario diagrams from Oberon program executions. They aggregate
call sequences to one representative node. Their current
work also deals with Java programs. However, these views
show how a software system behaves in some runs, but not
how it actually does in general. It is unclear how to derive
such views with static analyses.
Above class level, we have quite a few graphical
metaphors capturing the information. Dominance tree,
program trace or concept lattice as well as architecture
description languages have natural views.
However, surprisingly few tools actually support the automatic visualization, especially when it should include behavioral information. The work of [74] is an rare exception.
It combines static and dynamic information and focuses
on very large systems. Their aggregation use metrics and
statistics. For the visualization, it pictures scalable, colored
charts instead of graphs. The tools operate post mortem;
they can detect hot spots but cannot focus on them interactively or change views on the fly.
VII. Problem Discussion
In this section, we discuss the problems of each individual technique when applied to the problem of software
comprehension.
A. Binary Code Analyses
The recovery of data- and control flow information from
binary object is a relatively well understood process. A ma-

jor problem is to recover procedures and procedure calls.
Efforts to automate this process is described in [75], [76],
but require that the compiler adhere to the ABI (Application Binary Interface) of the platform for all procedures,
while the ABI only require that exported procedures adhere
to the specification. If the compiler uses a internal format
for non-exported procedures or inline procedures then recovery is extremely hard or even impossible, at least in the
general case.
Another problem is the recovery of composite types,
which is a very hard problem to solve in the general case.
[77] and [78] describes to different efforts to recover types.
While neither is good enough for out purposes a combination of the two that starts with the types we know from interface definitions, procedure signatures or APIs, similarly
to Ohori and Katsumatas approach and then uses Mycrofts
methods to calculate any types that the first attempt fails
to recover.
B. Low Level Analyses
Syntactic and static semantic analyses are very easy to
perform. However they do provide only very limited insight
on the dynamic behavior of the system (one could understand the static types as a very rough approximation of the
system behavior). Even the structural information could
be improved with more advanced analysis techniques.
The current state of the art in data flow analysis is not
satisfactory regarding software comprehension. There are
open problems in both program analysis and representation of analysis results. Representations below AST level
are hardly assessable to human designers. They are therefore not appropriate for iterative development cycles. The
memory consumption of analysis results is still the main
problem for handling large systems. However, we observe
redundancies, especially in the representation of results of
context-sensitive analyses as often distinguished contexts
do not provide distinguished analysis results. The exceptions [37], [41] only control small example programs. The
analyses themselves are either too inefficient or too ineffective (sometimes even both). The reason for that is a statically predefined precision of the analyses with the exceptions of [31], [41]. Interleaved different analyses improves
the overall precision. This is disregarded by many approaches, attempts [79] and more elaborated [41], [80]. As
it is unclear how to update the analyses results after such
transformations, expensive analyses have to be repeated,
hindering an iterative approach with stepwise refined analyses and transformation in-between. Finally, analyses on
binary code level are necessary to assess the behavior of libraries and runtime systems as well as legacy components
that are not available in source code. Here, we cannot base
suitable analyses at all.
In some cases, however, dataflow analyses are too precise
and detailed for the actual problems in software comprehension [42]. They provide a lot more information than
actually needed on higher level.
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C. High Level Analyses
High-level analyses usually deal with structural information only as they are targeted to large systems. Because of
their complexity, precise data flow analysis simply cannot
be applied, [20].
To compensate for this lack of dynamic information,
some approaches (see above) use profile information from
system runs. However, this only provides information that
is strongly depending on the profiled use cases and, even
worse, on the used data sets in the use cases. It is therefore
unclear, how the profile information generalize.
High-level analyses are not unique in the sense that they
provide the originally intended architecture of a system.
Instead, they propose reasonable options and the final decision is up to a systems engineer. The information, however,
is not directly assessable to a human user. Although many
papers suggest a visual representation of the information,
usually graphs, an automatic drawing of large graphs is not
a trivial task, see below.
Finally, quite a few high level analyses are published and
comparative studies between different techniques do not
favor a specific one [58]. Instead, each individual analysis
outperforms the others in certain systems. Hence, the best
approach is unknown as long as the system is. The lack
of a general method triggers the question for a reasonable
combination of the single analyses, which is not answered
yet.
D. Software Visualization
The information computed by high level analyses must
be displayed, however. The question is, how to draw this
information automatically. This remains an open question
despite the fact that there are quite a few graph layout
algorithms appropriate for different kinds of single substructure: Graph drawing use heuristics to approximate
the optimal layout of the graphs as the problem in general as well as most relevant subproblems translate to NPhard optimizations. Hence, they compromise in drawing
the graph structures. However, the trade-offs are not goal
directed, as the algorithms have no notion of the semantics
of the graphs drawn. Specific drawing algorithms making
trade-off decisions regarding the information displayed are
not known so far.
Moreover, if we were to draw a combination of graphs,
consisting of substructures, each representing an analysis
result from a different high- or low-level analysis method,
we would face new problems: each drawing algorithm applied to the whole structure would deliver only sub-optimal
results for each substructure.
VIII. Integration
We discuss the advantages of an integration of techniques
in a demand driven way. We start with the interface to
system engineers and go down to the binary code analyses.

A. Visualizations benefit from high level analyses
Filtering and aggregation allow to view only partial information about the system. However, if filtered information
turns out necessary later on, analyses must be performed
again. Aggregated information is always available. As aggregation is computed dynamically, it may be crucial for
the visualization performance of large software systems. It
is therefore necessary to have a determined notion of the
understanding process in order to know what information
to filter and to provide at a certain stage in that process.
Hence, information reduction for software visualization is
not possible without an understanding of the information
displayed.
The information neither filtered nor aggregated must be
displayed, however. This problem remains open despite
the fact that there are quite a few graph layout algorithms
appropriate for graphs of different structures: Tree layout algorithms draw the hierarchical package structures;
rearrangement is no problem, as we know from file system explorer views. Upward drawings could layout the
directed acyclic inheritance structures. Redrawing after
aggregation and unfolding, respectively, is an open problem. For the directed and cyclic graphs depicting the call
structure, spring embedding and simulated annealing algorithms appear appropriate. Redrawing could be traced
by displaying also intermediate states in the force directed
rearrangements. Graph drawing use heuristics to approximate the optimal layout of the graphs as the problem in
general as well as most relevant sub-problems are NP-hard
optimizations. When choosing the heuristics only depending on graph properties, the trade-offs are not goal directed,
as the algorithms have no notion of the semantics of the
graphs drawn. One could do better, if trade-off decisions
would regard the information displayed.
Moreover, a drawing of the combination of graphs of different kinds poses new problems: each algorithm applied
to the whole structure delivered only sub-optimal results
for each substructure. We assume that at a certain stage
in the process of understanding one structure (or even a
substructure thereof) could dominate the others implying
that the layout algorithm for this structure dominates the
others in an appropriate view. Again, such improvements
are only possible with an understanding of the information
displayed.
B. High level analyses benefit from visualizations
High level analyses would benefit from an integration of
software visualizations besides the obvious benefit of getting this information displayed.
Researcher in the field of re-engineering are aware of the
situation that the high level analyses can only provide optional structures that are likely to represent the actual architecture. These options are to be assessed by a system
engineer. Currently, there is little support for the comparative assessment of the single options. Software visualizations could bridge this gap. Dominance trees and the
concept lattices, e.g., used in component recognition define
partitioning of the systems classes implying their possible
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grouping into components. So does the package structure.
Each horizontal cut of the dominance tree, the concept lattice, and the package graph defines such a partitioning. To
compare the results of the analyses, one should consider a
simultaneous view of the partitionings induced by analyses.
Although the actual results of analyses are incomparable
data structures, they could be easily assessed by comparing
the induced component groupings.
Moreover, system engineers understand the legacy system architecture and behavior only in terms of notions
that are common also in forward engineering, e.g. in terms
of components, connectors, classes, objects etc. Auxiliary
data structures like dominance trees and the concept lattices, even if drawn nicely, do not directly trigger an understanding of the system. They have to be presented together with their induced system structures. System engineers should be able, e.g., to move the cut of the dominance
tree, the concept lattice, up- and downwards in the hierarchies and see simultaneously the implications in terms of a
system partitioning into different components.
C. High level analyses benefit from low level analyses
We have noted in section V that the accuracy of the
high level analysis in general depends on the accuracy of
the underlying low level analysis. Obviously, the program
structure has to be retrieved with syntax and static semantic analyses in all methods of high level analysis. However,
data flow analyses could sharpen the structural information. Call graph and type analyses, e.g., restrict the declared type of a call target to a subtype that defines the
actually possible targets of that call. Another example is
the distinction of objects of the same class leading to a
cloning of that class (and a context dependent adaptation
of each individual clone).
For high analyses requiring behavioral information one
would expect low level data flow analyses to be the standard. Instead quite a few high analyses avoid the complex
and complicated flow sensitive low level analyses. They
rather try to work around, either by using flow insensitive
analyses or by using dynamic information for sample executions. The former is conservative, the latter a optimistic
approximation to the information that is actually needed.
Integrated data flow analyses – if affordable in time and
memory consumption – could improve the quality of the
high level analyses.
D. Low level analyses benefit from high level analyses
The main limitation of the low level analyses are memory
and time consumption. However, simple analyses and optimizations could cut down a system first and enable more
advanced analyses. One define a refinement from simple
flow- and context-insensitive to flow- and context-sensitive
analyses where analysis results of one round should be
propagated to the next. Refinement of analyses should
only be performed in hot-spots of the system. What a
hot-spot is and how far one should go with the refinement,
however, depends on the analysis goal, which is defined by
the analyses on the higher level.

Orthogonal to the stepwise refinement of the analysis, is
a stepwise widening of the system parts analyzed. Instead
of inspecting the whole system on the first try, one could
pick up parts thereof. Each subsystem is assumed to run
in an unknown environment. Step by step, we can relax
these restrictions and provide more analysis information in
these environments. Again, a suitable initial partitioning
and the subsystems one would like to analyze (and merge
later) is goal directed and, hence, depends on the high level
analyses questions.
E. Low level analyses benefit from binary code analyses
In order to enable a closed world assumption in the low
level analyses, binary code could be represented with a conservative approximation in terms of SSA code. This uses
the fact that each foreign component behaves equivalent to
a sequence of assignments interacting with the rest of the
system via parameter and result objects. It is to find out
by the binary analysis, which objects are read, which are
written. In case of multi threaded components, the access
could be even asynchronous to the call, which should be
found out be the analyses, as well.
However, if control is passed to a binary component, usually all assembled analysis information is spoiled because
one conservatively assumes everything could happen then.
Hence, one strives to integrate the binary components in a
less conservative way and to represent them by approximations that are conservative wrt. certain specific low level
analysis goals. This in turn requires the integration of low
level and binary analysis.
F. Binary code analyses benefit from high level analyses
Inversely, one need only to retrieve information from binary components that is actually relevant making the approximations less conservative. This is much more goal
directed than just analyzing everything possible.
Moreover, binary code is always embedded in a system
environment. Hence, interface, call protocol, and transaction behavior are defined within the source code of the
caller. With low level analyses at hand, this information
could be made available for the binary analyses.
IX. Conclusion
We analyzed the current state of the art in software comprehension. Therefore, we proposed a taxonomy. We classified the techniques to retrieve information – binary, lowand high level analyses and software visualization – and
the information itself – structural and behavioral, cf. Section I. With this taxonomy at hand, we gave a structured
overview about the numerous approaches in software comprehension, cf. Sections III – VI.
It followed a discussion of problems that remained unsolved in the single approaches, cf. Section VII. We identified the missing integration of analysis techniques with
each other and with software visualizations as the major
one.
Finally, we showed how software comprehension would
benefit from such an integration. We argued, that the
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interaction with system engineers would improve, results
could be more precise and analyses more efficient. Despite
the state of the art analyses, this is the main contribution
of our paper.
However, such an integrated approach to software comprehension has not been achieved yet. It is the current and
future work of our group. With these efforts, we contribute
to CATE – the Component Analysis and Transformation
Engine – a joint project between the Växjö university, the
Technical University of Karlsruhe and the Research Center Computer Science in Karlsruhe, see www.msi.vxu.se/
~cate.
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